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The easiest way to add a chatbot to WordPress
I recently found out about a plugin called WP Chatbot on Code Canyon. I think it is the easiest
way to add a chatbot to WordPress.

There is only one small caveat. It is not actually a chatbot. 🙂

Let me explain.

How WP Chatbot works
So the way the WP Chatbot plugin works is as follows: once you download and install the
plugin, you will go into the WP Chatbot admin interface and start by Adding a new chatbot.
Creating the chatbot is a simple question of adding a few questions and possible user
responses, and you will simulate "conversation �ow" by linking the different questions using
their question number. That's pretty much it!
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Now, is this actually a chatbot? In the strictest sense, it is not. For example, it does not even
make an attempt to understand what the user types. In fact, most often, you will have the user
select from a list of possible choices by pressing a button. This means the user is not even
typing, they are only tapping. It would be more appropriate to call these TapBots rather than
chatbots. 🙂

Why it is the easiest
So you might be thinking: "Aravind! I thought that you were promoting API.AI chatbots all
along!". That is, of course, if you actually know my name. If not, you might just be thinking:
"Wait, what? I didn't come over here just to read about some dumbed down, mechanical turk
like chatbot!"

As someone who has
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written books about API.AI
has spent quite a lot of time answering questions on the API.AI forum about sometimes
basic concepts
written a step by step guide to API.AI because people still seem to have some confusion
about the basics
seen people ask, over and over, when they need to use entities and when they need to
use contexts in API.AI

I have come to something of a realization

1. Actually understanding how to use API.AI takes some time.
2. Figuring out how to use API.AI the right way takes even longer, unless you already have a

lot of programming experience, plus some basic knowledge of Natural Language
Processing (If you did have a lot of programming experience and NLP knowledge, you
probably don't care about the topic of this post anyway 🙂  )

With WP Chatbot, what you have is essentially a way to force all your conversation �ows down
the path of your choosing. Once you do a compare and contrast with the way you create a
chatbot with API.AI, for the right use case, you will immediately notice how liberating that is.

Now, this doesn't mean you should use the plugin for everything. In fact, you cannot even use it
beyond the most basic of use cases. For those use cases, however, it is almost the perfect
choice.

So you know that if you �nd the API.AI learning curve to be a bit steep, you can get your feet
wet with this plugin instead. Are there other advantages to using this plugin?

Other reasons
I would say there are quite a few more good reasons to use this plugin. I will repeat again that
this doesn't mean this plugin will suit all your requirements, but it is actually a very decent
choice as a �rst foray into the world of WordPress chatbots.

The conversation �ow is completely controllable

Since WP Chatbot plugin makes no effort to understand what your user is saying, it follows
that there is no way for it to make the mistake of mis-understanding what the user said. 🙂

And when you consider that one of the bigger complaints around API.AI and other bot building
frameworks is that they don't always (accurately) understand what the users say, you can see
how this can be advantageous.

It gets even more interesting. The system that API.AI-like frameworks use when they don't
understand what the user says is called the "Fallback" mechanism. Turns out, implementing a
good fallback will make your chatbot a whole lot more complex to build and understand.

It is disconnected from an external service

If you are on the API.AI forums, you know that sometimes there are some panicky posts about
API.AI going down. Now if the API.AI service actually goes down (it is rare, but it does happen),
your API.AI based chatbot will obviously not work. This issue will not happen with a plugin
which lives inside your WordPress installation.
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[However, your entire website does go down occasionally, depending on which hosting service
you choose. I use SiteGround, and as a developer who is also �ddling around with code quite a
lot on my website, I whole heartedly recommend them. Did you know they have a staging
option for their higher level plans?)

All the chatbot data is local

As you might know, to use a service such as API.AI, you will often need to store a lot of
possibly sensitive data (such as employee names) outside of your servers to get the best
performance.

Now, the pros and cons of this have been debated a lot, and there are actually folks who say
you should save all your sensitive data on the cloud simply because the cloud providers
probably know a whole lot more about keeping your data secure than your average WordPress
host. 🙂

Using a WordPress plugin is usually a good way to keep your data local to your WordPress
installation.

You can save the conversation transcript

This is a feature already provided by the plugin. The author should also make it easy to
download the conversation transcript, but I am hoping that feature is coming soon.

So how easy is it to do the same thing with API.AI?

Turns out, there isn't really a very easy way. API.AI has a record of all these conversations, of
course, and you can see them all in one place. It is just not possible to download the whole
thing in one shot.

(You could also write some code to do this, but that just adds a completely new extra layer of
complexity).

The plugin author is actively releasing new features

You can check out the release log on the product page as well as see the roadmap. This
means the product is improving at a rapid pace.

The plugin author seems to be active in providing support

Now this is something I can only guess based on seeing his interaction in the forums for the
other product he has released. But it is something which must be kept in mind.

Potential for improvement
While the plugin is pretty good at what it does and I am a happy customer, there are a few
things which can be improved and I certainly hope the author will take note of these:

faster interface
make it easier to select the "next question" box by giving some hints
there should be a way to resize the question tabs to be able to see more of the text

if not, show the full question when mouse hovers over the question tab which is not
currently the active tab

conversation download as a CSV �le please!
reporting view
the button press responds quickly, but free form text input takes a little long to respond
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TapBots vs Chatbots

In a recent article I talked
about the easiest way to add
a chatbot to your WordPress
website. I worked…

Reader Question: How to
add a speci�c response
when the chatbot fails in
general?

This is the question I got on
my Drift bot: Hello Aravind, I
want to add one speci�c
response when…

Free Tool: Convert your
WordPress website into a
Dialog�ow FAQ chatbot

I have created a free tool
which allows you to turn
your WordPress website into
a Dialog�ow FAQ chatbot
with…

Demo
In fact, under this post, if you scroll down all the way to the bottom, you will be able to see a
chatbot I built using the WP Chatbot plugin.

And while you are there, why not suggest an article? 😉

Summary
Well, obviously I whole heartedly recommend the plugin. You can get it here.
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